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EFT at the EW scale

~ 1 TeV              SM

  ~  10 TeV              NPW

W

EFT    =    Symmetries   +   Fields

- Lorentz; 

- SU(2) x U(1); 

- Flavour sym? 

- B, L; 

- SM fields 

- h SU(2) doublet 

- No light NP

L = L(�,�⇤)

α: Wilson coefficients (UV physics)  
59 dim-6 operators 
[Buchmuller & Wyler’1986, Leung et al.’1986, Grzadkowksi et al., 2010] 

Example:

…
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Simple & theoretically well-defined parametrization.  
Many measurements / processes captured by a few parameters (ee→WW, Higgs, 
pp→VV, …); 

Model-independent (but not assumption-indep.!) approach; 

The analysis is done once and for all!  
Output of an EFT analysis = input of model-dep. studies. 

Useful only if… 
Global analysis (all operators present simultaneously); 
Consistent bounds: small quadratic effects (bases are equivalent only at linear order!)  

SMEFT: pros

Validity of  the EFT:  
E  << Λ

x = (v, E)
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In the SM, they are fixed by gauge couplings: 

In the SMEFT they are modified: 

TGC = f ( WC )  
Example: Higgs basis…

Triple Gauge Couplings

[de Rujula et al. NPB384 (1992),  
Hagiwara et al. PRD48 (1993)]

(not just dim-6 “TGC operators”)
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TGC bounds from LEP2: e+e- → W+W-

Total and differential cross-sections measured in LEP2 (at different c.o.m. energies); 

At tree-level we have (SM & EFT): 

σWW, dσWW = SM + f ( WC ) ≈ SM + f ( δg1z , δκγ , λz )

Other NP contributions (e.g. in Vff  ) 
are strongly bounded using LEP1 data  

[Falkowski, Riva, 2015,  
Efrati, Falkowski, Soreq, 2015]

[“TGC dominance”] [Brooijmans et al,  arXiv:1405.1617] 

[Falkowski & Riva, JHEP 1502 (2015)] 

[Falkowski, MGA, Greljo & Marzocca, PRL 116 (2016)]

δκγ

δg1z
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TGC bounds from LEP2: e+e- → W+W-

Total and differential cross-sections measured in LEP2 (at different c.o.m. energies); 

At tree-level we have (SM & EFT): 

σWW, dσWW = SM + f ( WC ) ≈ SM + f ( δg1z , δκγ , λz )

Other NP contributions (e.g. in Vff  ) 
are strongly bounded using LEP1 data  

[Falkowski, Riva, 2015,  
Efrati, Falkowski, Soreq, 2015]

[“TGC dominance”] [Brooijmans et al,  arXiv:1405.1617] 

[Falkowski & Riva, JHEP 1502 (2015)] 

[Falkowski, MGA, Greljo & Marzocca, PRL 116 (2016)]

Linear fit

Quadratic fit

δκγ

δg1z
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LEP2 WW production (CP-cons)  
σWW, dσWW = SM + f ( WC ) ≈ SM + f ( δg1z , δκγ , λz ) 

Higgs signal strengths (CP-cons)  
µi = SM + f ( WC ) ≈ SM + f ( c1 , c2 , … , c9 ) 

In principle we have enough constraints to extract all:  
diff. Higgs production mechanism (ggF, VBF, Vh, …) & decay modes (γγ, γZ, 4l, …). 

Relation between TGC & anomalous Higgs couplings:  
δg1z = f ( c1 , c2 , … , c9 )  
δκγ  = g ( c1 , c2 , … , c9 )  
λz    = unconstrained

How can Higgs data help?

Other NP contributions (e.g. in Vff  ) are strongly 
bounded using LEP1 data  

[Falkowski, Riva, 2015,  Efrati, Falkowski, Soreq, 2015]

Higgs measurements imply bounds 
on TGC, & viceversa! 
(again: global analysis is needed)

[PS: U(3)5 assumed (“flavor universality”)]
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Higgs data  
(signal strengths)

Bounds on 9 (linear 
combinations of) WC

Bounds on  
δg1z , δκγ 

WC bounds 
available in 
different basis 
in the paper

Higgs data analysis

LEP2 (WW)

Higgs

δg1z

δκγ

[Falkowski, MGA, Greljo & Marzocca, PRL (2016)]
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Higgs data  
(signal strengths)

Bounds on 9 (linear 
combinations of) WC

Bounds on  
δg1z , δκγ 

+ LEP2 data  
(e+e- → W+W-)

[+ λz ] [+ λz ]

Clear complementarity; 

Higgs already a competitive precision tool; 

~5-10%-level bounds on TGC;  
Small impact of quadratic effects;

Higgs data analysis

LEP2 (WW)

Higgs

Both

δg1z

δκγ

[Falkowski, MGA, Greljo & Marzocca, PRL (2016)]
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TGC measurements @ LHC
Why pp→WW/WZ searches are not in the plot?

[J. Manjarrés’ talk]
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TGC measurements @ LHC
Why pp→WW/WZ searches are not in the plot?

[J. Manjarrés’ talk]

Complications: 

All 3 TGC present, correlations provided ? 
How important are quadratic effect ? 
TGC-dominance still OK? 
SMEFT validity? 
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TGC measurements @ LHC
Why pp→WW/WZ searches are not in the plot?

[J. Manjarrés’ talk]

Complications: 

All 3 TGC present, correlations provided ? 
How important are quadratic effect ? 
TGC-dominance still OK? 
SMEFT validity?

[Butter et al., JHEP (2016)]

[Butter et al., JHEP (2016)]
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TGC measurements @ LHC
Linear (1/Λ2) vs Quadratic (1/Λ4) corrections:

Quadratic

Linear

[Falkowski et al., JHEP (2017)]

Naively one expects:

Very small! 
    (???)
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TGC measurements @ LHC
Linear (1/Λ2) vs Quadratic (1/Λ4) corrections:

Quadratic

Linear

[Falkowski et al., JHEP (2017)]

Naively one expects:

Very small! 
    (???)

What can be done? 
Play with the cuts to try to improve the 
situation 
Go ahead, and keep in mind that the 
results are only valid for theories where 
one expects  
               σSMx8 << σ6x6 
[e.g. strongly coupled theories]
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TGC measurements @ LHC
TGC dominance still OK?

U(3)5-SMEFT (“flavor universality”): LEP1 sets Zqq couplings ~ 1% [Falkowski-Riva, 2014]  

Flavor general SMEFT: Zqq couplings ~ 10% [Efrati et al., 2015]  

Non-negligible effects could be observed at pp→VV [Zhang, 2016]  

However: single W/Z Drell-Yan production not used! It can help [Falkowski et al, 2015]
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TGC measurements @ LHC

EFT result still useful for the 
model-builder: 

It identifies an allowed region; 
It identifies a ruled-out region; 
But it leaves a region un-
probed. 

Analysis not done once and for all.  
Notice the difference with EFT 
analyses of LEP, Higgs or low-
energy precision data. 

Possible way out: 
apply different cuts on mVV (scan); 
However, this is not so easy…

TGC

EFT analysis

[D. Marzocca’s talk]

EFT validity?
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TGC measurements @ LHC
EFT validity?

E.g., mll< 600 GeV still allows 87% of the 
original events with mWW > 600 GeV.

Small cut effect up up ~1TeV  
(ref. scale to keep in mind)

The diboson invariant mass typically not available (or with bad resolution); 
Exp. diff. distr. typically given using other variables: mll, mWZ, pT(V), … 
Badly correlated with mVV! 
But… as long as no deviation is found, conservatives bounds can be obtained cutting 
only the BSM signal:
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TGC measurements @ LHC
EFT validity?

The diboson invariant mass typically not available (or with bad resolution); 
Exp. diff. distr. typically given using other variables: mll, mWZ, pT(V), … 
Badly correlated with mVV! 
But… as long as no deviation is found, conservatives bounds can be obtained cutting 
only the BSM signal:

We’re doing nothing but:  
(EFT prediction above Λ) = 0 

Form factors: 

UV meaning? 
Is the form factor Λ0 equal to the New Physics Λ?

PS: LEP+Higgs bounds are insensitive to all this…
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TGC measurements @ LHC
EFT validity?

The diboson invariant mass typically not available (or with bad resolution); 
Exp. diff. distr. typically given using other variables: mll, mWZ, pT(V), … 
Badly correlated with mVV! 
But… as long as no deviation is found, conservatives bounds can be obtained cutting 
only the BSM signal:

We’re doing nothing but:  
(EFT prediction above Λ) = 0 

Form factors: 

UV meaning? 
Is the form factor Λ0 equal to the New Physics Λ?

PS: LEP+Higgs bounds are insensitive to all this…

(k=0.004)

Λ0 =4 TeV
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Maybe the SMEFT is not the right description at the EW scale (non-linear EWSB or light 
states); 

Maybe the SMEFT is the right description at the EW scale, but… 
Not at the LHC scales; 
SM x c8 ~ (c6)2 
Nontrivial flavor structure, dim-8 operators dominate, non-negligible 1-loop 
dim-6, … 

If the interpretation of the EFT bounds (i.e. their applicability to NP models) becomes 
too involved, then the initial motivation is lost…

SMEFT: cons limitations
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TGC is a useful parametrization in many cases… but not always!  
→ Give as much exp. information as possible (fiducial total/diff. σ); 
     E.g. valuable information can be lost in the angular integration (e.g. CPV effects). 

pp→VV measurements provide much more stringent TGC bounds than LEP+Higgs,  
but they come with additional assumptions / complications; 

When extracting the TGCs: 
3D fit; 
Correlations provided (gaussian?); 
Quadratic terms important? 
Identify the relevant energy scale (cuts); 
Avoid form factors;

Outro



Backup slides
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Symmetries relate these 2 sectors:  
the eff. operators affecting them are not orthogonal (nonzero overlap in any basis)  
One always has operators contributing to both, as e.g.

How can Higgs data help?

Exploited before, but with not all 
operators &/or not consistently at O(Λ-2)  

[Pomarol-Riva’2013, Corbett et al’2013, 
Dumont et al’2013, …]
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Observables: signal-strengths; 

Higgs basis used (irrelevant); 

Only linear effects included  
(quadratic effects will be included as a check) 

All D=6 operators included simultaneously; 

Flavor universality assumed [MFV ≈ U(3)5 ]; 

LO calculation of the ratios    σ/σSM = 1 + … 
                                                Γ/ΓSM = 1 + … 
Example:

Higgs data analysis [See A. Falkowski,  arXiv:1505.00046]

ggH+ttH  
VBF+Vh

ggH  
ttH  
VBF  
Wh  
Zh
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TGC measurements @ LHC
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TGC measurements @ LHC

TGC

EFT analysis

EFT validity?

[D. Marzocca’s talk]


